MEDIA RELEASE/STATEMENT

Perbadanan Putrajaya (PPj) would like to refer to the comment “More Night Events” via Views of The Star dated 19 April 2010.

Capitalizing on the beauty of its streets which are magnified in the night ambience, Perbadanan Putrajaya (PPj) has been scheduling events, especially sporting and recreational events, to liven up the federal government administrative centre.

Some of the interesting events that have been lined up throughout this year are:

i. CYCLEFEST & PUTRAJAYA NIGHT CHALLENGE along Persiaran Perdana on 25 June 2010 which is expected to draw about 1000 cyclists from all over the country;

ii. PUTRAJAYA FUSSAL CHALLENGE 2010 at Precinct 8 to be held in conjunction with World Cup 2010 in July 2010 that will see 200 teams vying for the top place;

iii. MARCHING BAND STREET PARADE along Persiaran Perdana on 25 July 2010;

iv. THE SHAPE & MEN’S HEALTH NIGHT RUN 2010 along Persiaran Perdana on 31 July 2010, expecting to draw 4000 participants; and

PPj is seriously promoting Putrajaya as a venue for sports and recreational events in its bid to make the city more vibrant, especially at night and welcomes private sector participation towards realising this vision.
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> More night events
Have more night events like Putrajaya Night Marathon to liven up Fed Admin Capital. Its quiet at night, even though the scenery is breathtaking.